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Word cloud
THIS VISUALIZATION REVEALS WHAT EMOTIONS AND KEY THEMES THE REVIEWERS MENTIONED MOST OFTEN IN THE REVIEWS. THE LARGER
THE WORD THE MORE IT WAS USED BY THE REVIEWERS WHEN DESCRIBING THE TRACK.
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REVIEWS
“The intro of the song right way captured my attention. Then a bright feeling guitar solo hits me, giving me a beautiful, soulful
and peaceful rhythms. The compositions of instruments qre just can be said as gorgeous! This song is a perfect song for your
leisure time. Love it!”
“The beat is very chill. I like how the song starts off very slow and almost soft and how it progresses and changes
throughout. I think the instrumentals are just perfect throughout the whole song. The only thing I think is that it starts to
become a bit boring because there are no vocals and the track is so long.”
“this song has soft instrumentals, they are sweet and have a nice melody. the acoustic guitar incorporated in adds a romantic
sound, and is played by someone very talented. although there are no lyrics in this, all of the instrumentals are great, and this
still conveys quite a lot of emotion even without words. this very beautifully recorded and put together.”
“Sounds to sad at the beginning. I wouldnt download this song . I would probably skip it bot knowing there is or isnt a chorus
. But in the middle its very relaxing . Can be used for ballet very slow and soothing . The music flows beautifully . And i would
like to hear more from this artist ”
“Remarkable song ever.The punchy lyric of the song is really amazing.the soft and slow beat of the sound is also good.The
song is a good quality song.The song has the quality to gain anyone mind and feel with cheer.The song is a instrumental
song.The instrument sound is quite good.”
“i like the progressive ballad type style of this music. i like the heavier and louder melody and i feel it is very catchy. i like the
guitar added and it comes in at a really good time. i like the beat to this track as well.”

“The audio quality needs some work. It 's a little buzz-y, and some of the notes sound too sharp and loud. The sound isn't
really consistent, and the volume seems to randomly jump between quiet and loud. I also feel like it 's really lacking something
without vocals. The guitar is really nice, though. I like that part a lot. ”
“Electric guitars and normal guitars are instruments that i love in any song, so i really enjoyed listening to this calming
instrumental. The piano also sounds beautiful, and the classic guitars also play a role in setting a nice mood for the listener. A
very nice melody so i give it a big thumbs up.”
“This song has a pretty arrangement of sounds and utilizes soulful instrumental sounds to give it depth and style. There's an
upbeat and inspirational melody to it that is pleasant and enjoyable. The song does become slightly repetitive, but there's a
really nice guitar piece introduced in the middle of the song that breaks up the monotony. ”
“This song is close to being on the longer side but not quite there. The introduction was pretty good with a nice beat to it
and I liked the strings of the guitar that had come into play and the change of the paino tune. Overall this is one of the best
instrumental songs Ive heard.”
“The instrumentals were very well done, and had a sweet sound to them, like a wedding. I liked the beat and the whole
rhythm of it, it was very enjoyable. Overall a very good song that I would recommend to people. Wonderful beat and
instrumentals.”
“I think the instrumental is mellow & soft. I think the instrumental have mexican beats. I think the instrumental beat is
creative. I think the beats are on point.I think the beat have volume to em. I thinkntje instrumental have major good beats. I
think the instrumental is a good match with lyrics that match the beats.”
“It starts calming and relaxing. I think that its rhythm could be better but melody i okay. Again, they should add a singer
because i dont like this tipe of songs, but i understand what they have done here so i will give it solid 7 out of 10.”
“Cool way of starting the instrumenal it sounds amazing to the ears. Just wish theur were vocals to go along with this perfect
instrumental it 's really good. I can tell the production of this was done right and not lazy like others do nowadays in music.”
“The instruments in this piece music is excellent and played skillful and with passion. The vocals are also good and sung with
passion and energy. The vocals and instruments goes together really well. The vocals and instruments compliments each
other. This is a good song.”
“Beginning catches my attention it 's upbeat but also pretty. I love the different mix of instruments in the background.
Considering that there's no vocals it is still a very beautiful and calming song. I would definitely listen to it again. It might be a
little bit too long still. People can get bored easily from longer songs.”
“this sounds a really pretty island type song. I like the guitar playing and the random instruments mixed in with it. This sounds
really pretty and well done. great recorded. This instrumental is very beautiful sounding and came out really well. Great job
on this song. ”
“the beat is nice intro has a cool melodny. the voice should express more feeling but the gutari and bass solo is great so cool
very different how it was stuck soundnow it so clear the piano is a nice touch it. i love it!!”

“Nice long smooth intro by the keyboard. And then here come the guitar, which sound very good, sound selection, how the
guitar played, melody of the song, and there is this piano variation on the song, which add richness to the song. Love this
instrumental song”
“The piano playing in this song is nicely done. I like the flow it has in the intro. The guitar strumming is very good sounding.
The beat of this is kind of sentimental. I see this being played in a sad movie scene. I think you did exceptional work on this
piece! Wow”
“This song is great. The vocals are amazing and it keeps the beat and tempo throughout the song. The production of this
song is really good. This song could go viral in no time not only that but you could get alot of money off of it.”
“This song sounds brilliantly and brings up my goosebumps automatically for a bit. The production is marvelous. The
instrument is great with the guitar string, the cripsy picking sounds drunken me already. The vocal is not needed here. I rate
this song an 10 out of 10.”
“The intro was really long. The beat was a little slow and unoriginal. The song is kind of boring and uninspiring, and is kind of
dull. The song seems to just be thrown together like in a rush. There is no structure to the song.”
“Beautiful combination of melodies. Enviromental sounds makes it sounds fresher and the piano and guitar one coming
behind the other gives it more life to the instrumental. The different scales used in the outro show proffesionalism on the
creation of master composition, simply a wonderful job.”

OVERALL TRACK RATING
THIS IS THE OVERALL RATING FOR THE TRACK AS CALCULATED FROM THE
WEIGHTED AVERAGE OF ALL THE REVIEWERS' RATINGS. THIS SIMPLY
MEASURES HOW "GOOD" THE TRACK IS OVERALL (NOT NECESSARILY
MARKET POTENTIAL).
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LOOK FOR A MINIMUM OF 7.0 TO INDICATE A HIGH QUALITY TRACK

WISDOM OF CROWDS
WISDOM OF CROWDS IS A PROVEN METHODOLOGY THAT LARGE GROUPS OF ORDINARY PEOPLE ORGANIZED UNDER THE RIGHT CONDITIONS (A "SMART
CROWD"), OUTPERFORM SMALL GROUPS OF EXPERTS IN MAKING DECISIONS AND PREDICTIONS. IT IS NOT NEW. IT IS THE SCIENCE BEHIND GOOGLE
AND DECISION-MAKING IN SOME OF THE LARGEST COMPANIES IN THE WORLD. IT HAS BEEN PROVEN TIME AND AGAIN THAT COLLECTIVE WISDOM
SURPASSES THE EXPERTS.

THE 4 CONDITIONS REQUIRED TO FORM A "SMART CROWD" THAT DELIVERS AN ACCURATE REVIEW ARE:
1) DIVERSITY OF OPINION: A SAMPLE GROUP OF REVIEWERS WITH
MANY DIFFERENT POINTS OF VIEW MAKES BETTER DECISIONS
THAN ONE WHERE EVERYONE HAS THE SAME INFORMATION.

2) INDEPENDENCE: THE REVIEWERS' OPINIONS ARE NOT
INFLUENCED BY OTHERS.

3) DECENTRALIZATION: ANSWERS ARE GIVEN BY INDIVIDUAL
REVIEWERS BASED ON THEIR OWN LOCAL AND SPECIFIC
KNOWLEDGE RATHER THAN BY A CENTRAL PERSON.

4) AGGREGATION: THERE IS A WAY OF ACCURATELY MEASURING
THE SAMPLE GROUP'S COLLECTIVE ANSWER.

